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Star Wars: The Last Jedi

By: Chase Palmer and Aidan Gorelick

This past weekend Chase and I saw the brand new hit Star Wars: The Last Jedi. Without giving too much away, we
chronicled our conversation.
Chase: I thought the movie was exciting and interesting.
Aidan: I thought the movie was a thriller and left you sitting on the edge of your seat.
Chase:The reason it was a good movie is because it answered the unanswered questions from the Force Awakens.
Aidan: I thought the reason it was good was that old characters, such as Yoda and Luke, made apperarances.
Chase:I was happy to see Luke reconnect to the force to help the rebellion succeed.
Aidan: It was cool to see Luke was up to his old tricks. I don't want to give anything away, but I was pretty impressed.
Chase:I loved Kylo Ren’s reaction when he realized Luke was still alive; he was super confused and angry.
Chase:I also liked how the main theme was to let go of old things, such as the Jedi ways, but there are a few characters
who manage to keep it alive (which was the reason for the rebellion).
Aidan: Both Jedi, who are on opposite sides of the force, try to get each other to go to the Empire side and Rebellion
side.
Chase:Yes, but when they try to convince each other to switch sides, both of them rufuse and have visions of each
other switching sides.
Aidan:Rey thinks Kylo has some kind of good side in him.
Chase:I wonder about the young slave at the end of the movie. He uses the force to grab his broom to clean the
stables.
Aidan:Yes, is he going to be the start of a new generation of Jedi in Episode 9?
Chase: I think we both agree that the Last Jedi is a very exciting movie in the franchise. If you are a Star Wars fan,
you will not be disappointed!

			

Net Neutrality Gone, but Will it Come Back?
By: Brian Kern

On Thursday, December 14th, the FCC ( Federal Communications Commision), decided to repeal a major
part of our lives, net neutrality. Many people do not know what this is, and it is not surprising due to how confusing
these rules are. Net neutrality is basically a system which makes Internet service providers treat all Internet data the
same, and that they cannot charge people differently or discriminate against users, content, websites, and much more.
Although there is much more to learn about it, that is the gist of the system.
So, will you be seriously affected by this ¨death of net neutrality¨? The answer is, we do not know yet, but I
would not stress it over the holidays or make yourself anxious. Many people can feel uncomfortable with this change,
however, you should not worry. Ajit Pai, the chairman of the FCC, came out with a video stating what you can still
do without net neutrality, which has caused another big argument about whether he even cares due to his riches. The
opinions are different, but one thing is for certain: The repeal of net neutrality has become a crisis for North America.

They See You When You 're Sleeping; They Know When You’re Awake: Apps?
By:Chase Palmer

When you are watching tv and playing your favorite phone game, did you know that your phone game is
listening in on what you are watching? A data firm called Alphonso collects your viewing history on your phone
and tv and sells the information to advertisement companies. Alphonso software is connected to over 250 games.
Alphonso mainly targets kids because Alphonso is connected to mostly kids games. The CEO said that what
they were doing is legal and they claim that they were not listening on the conversations. They also said that
people could opt out any time by turning off microphone access for the app. Since Alphonso knows when you
are sleeping and knows when you are awake, I recommend turning off your microphone for goodness sake!
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Solar Eclipse Sweeps America
By Jimmy Vinciguerra

The solar eclipse that occurred this summer is one to remember. A solar eclipse happens when the moon passes in front of the sun in such a
way that it is observable from Earth. This event happens somewhere on Earth once every 18 months. However, an eclipse has not completely crossed
the entire continental United States since June 8, 1918. Millions of people watched the total darkness that happened on August 21, 2017, one of who
included Mrs. Weiner, the 6th grade guidance counselor. She traveled far to get to an ideal spot for observing the eclipse. “[My husband, son and I] arrived
at the Cheekwood Botanical Garden in Nashville, TN, three hours early to wait for the eclipse.” she says. “My sister and her family live in Nashville,
and we knew it was the largest city in the United States that would have a total eclipse.” Many people, including Mrs. Weiner and her family, were
ready for the trip far before it happened. “We had planned this trip for years and purchased flights 11 months in advance.” 			
“We knew of the dangers of looking at the solar eclipse without eye protection,” says Mrs. Weiner. Looking at the sun when not in
total coverage of the moon, or totality, can result in permanent eye damage. “My husband is an Ophthalmologist,” which is a doctor who deals
with the diseases and anatomy of the eye. “He was very concerned that everyone was safe.” But despite this, people from all over flocked
to the path of totality, which is the path in which the total eclipse can be seen. “Several people set up viewing telescopes which allowed us
to take pictures with our cell phones. We were excited to get pictures at different phases of the eclipse.” The people of Nashville were very
considerate of visitors. “People were very friendly. Food trucks were set up, live music played, and eclipse souvenir t-shirts were sold.”
When the eclipse did occur, many were stunned by the strange darkness. “When the total eclipse took place, it was an eerie feeling.
The temperature dropped 15 degrees, and we heard crickets chirping in the background. Everyone was quiet amazed at the darkness.”
The next total solar eclipse to pass over the United States will be on April 8, 2024, and it will be observable from upstate New York, but
until that happens, millions will eclipse all else to remember this rare event.
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An Exoskeleton That Can Help Lots of Children
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			By: Mellie Deukmedjian

Though many children seem to love running around and
playing, this is practically impossible for those who have cerebral
palsy. Cerebral palsy is a group of disorders that affect the way
a person can move. But now the National Institutes of Health
Clinical Care in the United States have made a robotic exoskeleton
that can help children who have cerebral palsy walk much easier.
Cerebral palsy can affect one out of three hundred twenty-three
children in the United States, and one out of every four hundred in
England according to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
There have been recent studies to see how the exoskeleton
works on children. There were tests for children ranging from the
age five to nineteen. Each visit was a few hours and the children
practice walking across the lab floor. When the children were
walking, it was observed that the exoskeleton helped fix the crouch,
posture, and the extension of the knees on the child. The children
felt excited as they were walking in a whole new way. The parents
were also just as surprised to see how it was working so well.
The exoskeleton needs to be tested with more children with
cerebral palsy before being available worldwide. There are still
studies to see if the exoskeletons will change how the children walk
without using it, and if it has long term effects. It is expected to be
seen more in the future and could be a way to help so many children.

“Peanut Patch” May Improve Allergies
By Tara Murphy

A recent study shows that wearing a skin patch that releases peanut
proteins into the recipient’s skin will decrease the risk of a reaction.
Peanut allergies, the most common of food allergies, can be very severe.
In some cases, even the smallest bit of a peanut can cause a reaction.
Researchers at the Consortium of Food Allergy Research tested
individuals with peanut allergies, ages 4 to 20. Each one wore a
skin patch that released peanut proteins into their skin. The peanut
proteins could build a tolerance toward the nuts. After multiple
trials were conducted, the researchers concluded that the recipients
of the patch who were ages 4 to 11 showed the most tolerance
to peanuts. This is exciting because younger children are often
afraid of needles, which could be an alternate to the peanut patch.
Recipients of the high dose patch (as opposed to the low dose patch
or placebo patch) could ingest 10 times more peanuts as they could a
year before. But, 80% of the kids who used the patch had some sort of
reaction; one girl had to take it off because it was so severe. Problems
might also occur if an individual forgot to apply the patch daily. So, these
“peanut patches” might not be available in your local pharmacy very
soon but, they might be the cure for peanut allergies in the near future.
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iPhone X Revealed, but is it Worth the Money?
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By: Brian Kern

The iPhone X was revealed on September 12th, at Apple’s
headquarters in Cupertino, priced at a whopping $999. Although
Apple’s new phone is packed with new features, including an amazing
new camera, wireless charging, and facial recognition software, should
you spend one thousand dollars of your hard earned cash? 75% of
consumers plan on not purchasing the brand new device from the big
shot tech company. However, many Apple fans may decide to buy
it because of previous excellent technology from the company. “The
best time to purchase the new iPhone will be over the Black Friday
season”, says Michael Bonebright, a consumer analyst for DealNews.
The big price step up for Apple is at a very bad time, due to people who
have recently frozen their credit cards because of the Equifax security
breach. The iPhone X may not be the phone for you at this time.
However, Apple has started a new financing plan for people who
don’t want to spend the massive price all at once, so they can spend smaller
amounts every month for several months. Some stores such as Best Buy
can bundle store gift cards to reduce the price of the phone. However,
Apple has not had Black Friday deals for over two years and they never
host sales. In the end, it comes down to whether you use your phone all
the time as a crucial part of your life, or not. So after November 3rd, the
day the phone is released, take all of this information into consideration.

The Raging Fires!!!
By Sam DeAlbuquerque

When strong dry winds pull into The Golden State, California,
they can cause fires to start in brush areas. Because the winds are dry,
instead of putting out fires, they tend to flare the fires which cause a
lot of destruction. Fortunately, most people are forwarned about these
fires and evacuate before the fires get too bad. Unfortunately, the
recent fires have been very bad this season and many people have lost
everything; homes are gone, lives lost, and the worst part is that it is
not over. Thankfully, the two largest fires have been controlled for a
little while. They stopped spreading and will eventually die, but this
isn’t the end. Firefighters, as far away as Australia, are coming to help.
I predict that firefighters from all over the world will come to end this
madness. It is unknown when the fires will be completely put out.

Trivia Time
Which form of digital currency is the closest to $1.00
A)
PallyCoin
B)
PayPal
C)
Bitcoin
The Correct Answer is
C)
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Major Volcano Eruption Happening in Indonesia
By: Caroline McShane

Out of nowhere, a volcano is active in Bali, Indonesia.
The magma is rising and the higher it gets, the higher the pressure
gets for the mountain. This increases the chance of an explosion
occurring. This freightening volcano is located on Mount Agung
This fear of the volcanic eruption caused 145,000 people living
on the island of Bali to escape from their homes. Adding onto the
eruption overnight, the volcano was hit by 73 minor earthquakes.
The people of Bali will just have to wait and see how long this lasts.
As of now, several news sources are saying that the Mount
Sinabung has erupted on October 13, 2017. This was a major event for
the people in Indonesia. On a dangerous note, at one point plastic bags
were put over children so they did not breathe in the poisionous fumes
that Mount Sinabung produced. Mount Sinabung is just a glimpse of
what Mount Agung could potentially be. Mount Sinabung did however
cause Mount Agung to rumble making the eruption rate higher. If
Mount Agung has the same damage and impact as Mount Sinabung
then this volcano could be a big threat to Bali in the coming months.

Bitcoin

Trending
Credit cards are old news. Digital currency is the new way of
paying. Right now, China is taking the cake with its Bitcoin. Bitcoin as
digital currency is popular, but expensive. One bitcoin costs at least $1,000
in the U.S. Speaking of, while the paying is done on your phone, there
are also gold Bitcoins that act like gift cards, but can be used in any store.
While we are on the subject of money, did you know that after the U.S.
Mint printed new kinds of money, they started burning old bills to make
it faster to get the new ones into circulation? This act has not only been
successful economically, but the old bills also double as great fertilizer.
Old bills, after being burnt, are sent to certain farms where they treat it
like soil (except with old 10’s and 20’s). Turns out, old money actually
makes great fertilizer. Maybe we’ll see money soil in the future.
The Good Stuff
The previously released Xbox One X will prove to be the most
powerful console ever with its ability to sport 1440p monitors without
frame drops. This makes it one of the most powerful pieces of household
tech ever. Of course it will also be able to support more standard features
like 4K. Maybe Sony will surpass the record with the Playstation 5.
That is all for this edition of Sam's Corner. Hope you have a nice day
and tune in next time.
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Riverdale!

By: Erin McEvoy

Spoiler alert!! If you are not caught up on Riverdale, do not read!
Riverdale season 2 has finally came out. It is amazing. In the first season we
discovered that Jason Blossom was murdered by his own father, Clifford Blossom.
Thanks to Archie, Jughead, Betty, Veronica, and Kevin, Cheryl and Mrs. Blossom
they can finally put the murder behind them. But, there was a plot twist at the end
of the season. While in Pops, the town’s dinner and number one hangout, Archie
and his dad were getting breakfast. Archie goes to the bathroom and when he
comes back, there was a robber. The robber held a gun to Pop, the owner of the
store, but then Fred steps in and the robber fires the gun. This takes us to season 2.
Fred Andrews was saved, but Archie is determined to get the shooter. Not
only did the shooter go after Fred Andrews, but he murdered Miss Grundy. When
news breaks about Miss Grundy’s death, Archie is convinced that the two are
connected, but the sheriff does not agree. In the next episode, two kids in Archie's
school were hanging out when a man came up to the window of the car and tried
to shoot them. They both survived. When this happens, Archie has had enough
with all of this and decides to take matters into his own hands. He forms a group
called “The Red Circle.” Their goal is to protect the citizens of Riverdale and find
out who is the Black Hood. On the other hand, Jughead has just started his new
school, Southside High. He meets Tony Topaz, a fellow South Side Serpent. Betty
is worried that Jughead will change at his new school and she will lose him. This
is driving Archie crazy; all he wants is to be the last thing the Black Hood sees,
and get revenge for what that man did. A few days earlier, Betty receives a letter
from the Black Hood saying that he has done everything for her. She received
two things, the letter and a secret code. She only hands in the code to crack.
On that eventful night, Betty and Jughead cracked the code. The note says that
the next attack will be where it all started. While reading the original note, the
Black Hood says he got the idea at the Jubilee which was held at Town Hall. As
they race to Town Hall, chaos is happening at Archie’s. Betty and Jughead get to
Town Hall just in time. When they arrive, they tell everyone to get out. Just then,
the power goes out. Betty does not panic and runs over and pulls the fire alarm.
Everyone gets out safe. Finally, later that night, she receives a call from the Black
Hood and that was how it ends. Let’s see how next season will take its course.

Plant From The Dinosaurs
Athena Karavousanos

One day in 1895, botanist John Medley Wood, was in Zululand, Africa,
and he saw a tree that did not look like the others. It had thick multiple trunks
and what seemed like a splay of palm fronds on top. Dr. Wood had some of the
stems pulled up, removed and sent to London. The little tree stem was put in a
box and was left in a Palm house at the Royal Botanical Gardens in Kew. It sat
there for the next 98 years! The tree was named Encephalartos Woodii in Dr.
Wood’s honor and is a cycad. This cycad may be the last of its kind on earth.
There use to be forests of E. Woodiis when the dinosaurs roamed.
Dinosaurs walked among their trunks, nibbled on them, and likely found solace
in their shade. The E. Woodii is dioecious which means it must have a mate to
reproduce and it is male. Despite the best efforts by explorers and scientists, no
female has been found. The good news is the plant could possibly be cloned.

Robots are Taking Your Jobs
By: Melissa Ng

In today’s economy, debates spring up about robots taking over jobs.
The simplest jobs such as counting money or driving a car could be taken
over. The jobs that require only a high school degree are in the most danger.
Examples of those types of jobs are cashiers, cab drivers, or toll booths. These
jobs don't require many human requirements and are simple for robots to
do the tasks. E-Z pass systems have already been replaced with robots. 7.5
million retail jobs are in risks of automation in the next decade. When you
think about it, the world has already replaced many cashier jobs every time
you use self checkouts. The economy is changing everyday one robot at a time.

Smart Studying
By: Julia DeSimpliciis

Some students get very stressed when they have a test the next day. Some
people may feel unprepared and that they don't know any of the material. A good
way to study is to make flash cards. Copying down notes will help you remember
the material and they're also good for testing yourself. If you keep them in your
folder, you can test yourself whenever you have spare time. In addition, spread
your studying out throughout the week. You should not save all the studying for
the day before the test. That way you won't be up all night.The night before the
test you should go to sleep early. Studies show that getting a good night sleep
can help your brain re-charge and remember all the facts that you just studied.
If you are failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail. Another studying tip is
to study actively. Ask a sibling, parent, or friend to test you, it will help you
remember the material. Ask questions in class and take notes to get clarification.
Remember to stay calm and take deep breathes and know that you got this.
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Tardigrades are the Toughest Animals in Nature
			By Emma Rathgeber

If someone were to ask you, “What is the strongest being
in nature?” what would you say? Discovered by the German
zoologist, Johann August Ephraim Geoze, Tardigrades are waterdwelling micro-animals. Tardigrades can live almost anywhere,
in places that other organisms wouldn’t be able to survive, and
can survive in extreme conditions, such as global extinction
events, which would be deadly to most other organisms. They
can survive in temperatures down to -458 degrees Fahrenheit,
close to absolute zero. Tardigrades can go without food or
water for over 30 years, drying up to 3% of water or less. Then
they rehydrate, forage, and reproduce. This process is called
cyclomorphosis, and Tardigrades undergo this process annually.
Although Tardigrades live in such harsh conditions, they
aren’t adapted to them. They aren’t extremophilic, which
means that they have a higher chance of dying living in
these environments. These creatures, when fully grown, are
about .5 millimeter in length. They have four pairs of legs,
each having 4-8 claws called “disks.” Three pairs of the
four are used for movement, while the fourth pair is used for
holding the substrate (the material beneath the skin) in place.
Tardigrades can survive 20,000 feet above sea
level, and 13,000 feet below sea level- from the Himalayas
to the deep sea- from the polar regions to the equator.
They are part of the phylum Tardigrada, which has fossils
dating back to 530 million years ago. This period of time
was called the Cambrian period. Tardigrada means “slow
stepper,” which is perfect for this microscopic organism.
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Stranger Things isn’t a Stranger Anymore!
				By:Aidan Gorelick

The Netflix show, Stranger Things, is a big hit in Hollywood.
Stranger Things is a thrilling drama show starring Golden Globe
winning actress, Winona Ryder. She plays Joyce Byers. Her son,
Will, lost in the woods of Hawkins, Indiana, but he was not in the
woods… He was taken by a demigorgan in season one. Will’s best
friends: Mike, Lucas, and Dustin investigate to try to find Will.
Nancy, the sister of Mike, lost her friend, Barb, when
they went to a party at her boyfriend’s house. Nancy lied to her
parents for over a year when she actually figured out that Barb
was taken. They had proof because Jonathan, Will’s brother,
took pictures, and they could see a creature in the background.
Soon after, Mike finds a girl named Eleven. She is actually a test
from Hawkins Lab, and from the upside down. She is able to
communicate with Will with her mind powers while he is missing.
In the season one finale, Elle sacrifices herself to save
them from the demigorgan. Chief Hopper finds her at the
beginning of season 2 but has to keep it a secret because the
lab is still looking for her. She rebels and leaves to go find
her mother, Ives Terry. Hopper lied because he said her mom
was dead. Ives is repeating her dream in her head when Elle
was taken. Eleven finds out that she has a sister and travels
to Chicago to find her. Her sister teaches her to use the mind
powers to defeat the shadow monster in Will. Eleven tries
to use all of her powers to close the gate to the upside down
while it hovers over Hawkins Middle School at the end of the
season finale. We will have to see what will happen in Season 3!
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Elizabeth Arden v. Helena Rubinstein
Who was the real queen of the makeup industry?

By: Corinne Lafont
Now you may’ve heard about the play War Paint, and I had
the privilege of seeing the play over the summer (This amazing
play is soon going to be off Broadway, so get your tickets before
it’s gone). I had many questions about how these malicious women
acted, and why they were so ruthless. I’ll start with Ms. Arden,
the classy, refined woman who created the “Red Door Spa” (who
shockingly started out in poverty) as she was one of 5 children,
and her family was,”struggling to make ends meet”( https://www.
biography.com/people/elizabeth-arden-9187777). She worked
herself out of being poor, and took on the “American Woman”
physique, hiding the struggles and hardships she had faced when
she was a young child. She completely changed the way makeup
was viewed as it was seen as disgusting and not tasteful, but
when Arden came along, she saw a business opportunity and
transformed makeup into a symbol of class. As for Ms. Rubinstein,
she grew up in poverty too, and she also had to work her way up.
She was very fond of her Jewish heritage and was never afraid to
show her pride. Her father tried to force her to get married, but
the desire to learn was larger. Helena had a love for knowledge
and she was also very bold with her outfits/accessories. So, who
was the real queen? Both, they were revolutionary, and despite
what they may have thought, the two were a lot alike. These
pioneers of the industry changed the lives of women everywhere.

Women’s Rights in Saudi Arabia
ByMary Grlic

Women have been oppressed in the country of Saudi Arabia for
a long time. They have been forced to wear abayas and have had basic
rights taken away from them, such as the right to a fair trial. However, on
Tuesday, September 26, 2017, Saudi Arabian leaders decreed that women
will get the right to drive in the near future. This law is going to go into
effect around June 2018. While many people look at driving as a basic
right, Saudi Arabians see this as a big advancement toward gender equality.
Women across Saudi Arabia are ecstatic that they will soon be able to drive
legally. Besides overturning female driving restrictions, Saudi Arabian
leaders also hope to pass a law that gives women more rights in the country.

Trump's Military Ban
By:Aila Hanif

When President Trump announced on Twitter that transgender
people couldn't serve in the military, people were enraged. He stated, “ After
consultation with my Generals and military experts, please be advised that the
United States Government will not accept or allow transgender individuals
to serve in any capacity in the U.S. Military. Our military must be focused
on decisive and overwhelming victory and cannot be burdened with the
tremendous medical costs and disruption that transgenders in the military would
entail. Thank you”- Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) July 26, 2017.
Even with this, some people are not on board. SenatorJohn McCain (Arizona) is
trying to pass a bill that counters this law. He states, “ We should welcome all those
who are willing and able to serve our country. Any member of the military who
meets medical and readiness standards should be allowed to serve including those
who are transgender.” Even if you think this change is beneficial or absolutely
terrible, if our basic rights are being challenged, then we are all in trouble.

New Laws in Honolulu Fine Pedestrians for Looking at their
Phones While Walking Across Streets

By: Brian Kern
Staring at phones while walking and crossing streets, has become
a basic part of our lives these days, yet it can be deadly in many cases. A
new law in Honolulu allows the police to fine pedestrians up to $99 for
looking at their phones while crossing streets. Many people are debating
whether this is a good idea or not. The mayor of Honolulu says that the law
is being passed due to way too many accidents caused by looking at phones.
“Sometimes I wish there were laws we did not have to pass, that perhaps
common sense would prevail,” he says. Pedestrians will still be able to talk
and make calls on their phones, as long as they aren’t looking at the devices.
So, what makes this law so special? For starters, it is a very big
breakthrough in talking and texting, which may open up the release of more
intense laws. Also, many states, countries, and even the whole world may
follow along with Honolulu in the prevention of car accidents and just a
healthier lifestyle. Maybe and hopefully, someday the whole world will realize
that phones can be very helpful in life, however, they can be very harmful.
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Anti-Bullying Club ABC Field Trip
By Kaitlyn E. Fuoco

On Wednesday, November 22nd, the ABC, Anti-Bullying Club, took a
school field trip to see the story that took to theatres on November 17th. Most
students read R.J. Palacio’s book, Wonder, in previous grades. For those who
have not read the book, the story revolves around August Pullman, a fifth-grader
with multiple facial features deformed leading him to need multiple surgeries
throughout his life to help fix his features, but none worked perfectly. He was
homeschooled his entire life and wore an astronaut helmet all the time because
of his medical conditions. Then, his parents thought he should finally face the
world and attend Beecher Prep with all other normal kids his age. Wonder tells
of his struggles and how being different is ok. I will admit I, personally, got
very teary-eyed for most of the movie and this is my first experience where the
movie was better than the book. The movie did an excellent job of showing
how Jack Will, Auggie’s “friend”, was trying to fit-in just as much as Auggie
was and this caused him to say things he truly didn’t mean which is something
that anyone can relate to; saying things without thinking to try to fit-in with
the cool kids happens all the time in school and in life. I would recommend
this movie for everyone in the world, it has important messages of self-worth,
acceptance, being different is ok, and the value of friendship. One of my favorite
scenes in the entire movie was when Auggie was sitting alone at lunch and
Summer, another student, hears her friends making fun of him and saying he
is the “plague” so she stands up and walks over to him. She sits down at the
almost completely empty table in the seat next to Auggie and she holds out
her hand to shake Auggie’s, he warns her she’ll receive “the plague” and she
says “good”. It shows her character and that for every bully, there should be an
upstander and respectful student and how every little act of kindness you make,
can change someone’s entire day for the better. Even the main bully, Julian,
feels remorse in the end. This is another important message in Wonder, remorse
and learning from mistakes; students like Amos were a cross between the bully
and bystanders most of the story, but in the end, they really save Auggie and
Jack Will from older kids picking on them and they all become very good
friends; they all begin skipping rocks in the pond and hug Auggie while he
cries, so happy he finally has a group of friends that can look past his features,
he never put the astronaut helmet back on. I rate this movie a perfect 5 stars.

		
Paul McCartney Concert
			By: Augustin Mignoia-Murphy
In September, Paul McCartney performed at Nassau
Coliseum near Garden City and at Barclay Center in Brooklyn.
Paul McCartney, a legendary living musician and four bandmates
were on the “One on One Tour”. During the performance Paul
McCartney told many interesting stories about his past and
how some of the Beatles’ songs were born. Seventy-five year
old Paul McCartney played the piano and guitar, danced, and
sang along with all of the excited fans who packed both arenas.
When McCartney was on stage, he alternated between
playing various types of guitars and different types of pianos. He
performed slow songs, fast songs, old songs, and new songs. During
“Hey Jude” and “Yesterday” nearly everybody in the audience
took out their phones and waved them back and forth with the
flashlight on. The arenas looked like a clear, starry night during
those songs. McCartney also sang a tribute to John Lennon called
“Here Today”. One of my favorite songs was "Live and Let Die".
During the song, Paul incorporated numerous pyrotechnics. A few
times during the song, there were simultaneous fire combustions
that caused a giant BOOM that even impressed Paul McCartney.
Paul and his band left the stage after preforming thirty-two songs,
but returned for an encore and played seven favorites such as
“Day Tripper” and “Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band.”
Finally, after performing a total of forty songs during the
three-hour show, Paul McCartney and the four band members locked
hands and bowed as if they were ending a Broadway production.
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Should They Stand for America?
By:Mary Grlic

https://i5.walmartimages.com/asr/9f6e5577-aaf6-4f79-a234-

Garden City Middle School Gets Chromebook Update
By: Natalie Greiner

New year, new Chromebooks! For the 2017-2018 school year, the middle
school decided to purchase the new touchscreen Chromebooks. I have these new
Chromebooks in algebra, journalism, and earth science and I have found the new
laptops/tablets very useful; especially in algebra. We turn the laptops into tablets
and use our fingers to work out problems, then my teacher, Mrs. Metzdorff, uses
an application called PearDeck so that we can see a PowerPoint of the notes in
order to check our work. Finally, we give Mrs. Metzdorff feedback on how we
did on the problem by telling her: I got it right, and fully understand; I made one
mistake, and partially understand; or, I made multiple mistakes, and need help.
Additionally, in journalism, we use the laptop component of the Chromebooks
to do research and write our articles for the class. In conclusion, I find the new
Chromebooks to be a smashing success and extremely useful during the class period!

It has been a tradition and form of respect to stand during the
National Anthem at public sporting events for decades. However,
some athletes in the NFL, including Colin Kaepernick, have been
sitting down for the anthem as a form of protest. This controversial
topic has been all over the news lately. The National Football League
never created a written decree stating that you must stand for the
anthem. So, why is doing something as simple as sitting during the
anthem creating such a big controversy across the nation? Some
people against the idea say that it is simply a form of disrespect
toward the country. They claim that everyone should stand during
the anthem as a form of courtesy. Soldiers have fought and died for
America, and many people claim that not standing for the anthem
shows a lack of respect toward the country and the people that have
died for it. Contrary to their beliefs, protesters like Kaepernick
claim that they should not stand for a country that oppresses
people of different ethnicities or races other than white. They also
say that kneeling or sitting during the Star Spangled Banner is,
in fact, a peaceful form of protest. With two extremely different
viewpoints, the question still stands: should they stand for America?
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GCMS CrossFit Intramurals:
All grades invited to join.
Working Together, Getting Stronger,
Having Fun!!!
Monday and Wednesday Mornings
starting at 7:30 a. m. in the Fitness Center
with Mr. Tullo

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/AN5A3PykfX8/hqdefault.jpg

Barcelona vs Real Madrid

By: Niko Karavousanos
This article ws inspired by an article in, Thetelograph.co.uk by: Barney Henderson

On July 29, 2017, two of the best soccer teams went up against each
other. The game was a huge rivalry. The two teams playing were Real Madrid
and Barcelona. The match was located in Miami and was part of the El Clasico.
During the game, Messi a player for Barcelona, scored a
surprising goal in the first 3 minutes of the game. Then, Neymar got
the ball to Rakitic who scored a goal for Barcelona. Up to this point,
Barcelona was playing great and Real Madrid was rusty. Barcelona
had another chance, but can’t control the ball, the shot was off target.
After that Kovacic from Real Madrid scored out of nowhere 13 minutes
into the game. Real Madrid were back at it and ready to play. Real Madrid
got the ball and scored 2-2. Pique, from Barcelona scores from Neymar’s
beautiful free kick giving Barcelona the lead Barcelona 3 Real Madrid 2.
Barcelona ended up taking the lead for the win. It was a great match
and it all comes down to the final score: Barcelona 3 and Real Madrid 2.

https://cnet3.cbsistatic.com/img/mPq-sau4Uo3e4fVUXxYPLXRygz8=/

Eye in the Sky
By: Chase Palmer

A new creepy piece of technology will always have an eye
on you. It is a new home security product called Moon. Moon is a
floating eye that can float around your house checking for problems
to keep you safe. Moon can track motion sounds and move toward
them to check them out. Moon stores the thing it sees on a microSD
that you can upload onto your computer. Moon also can detect
poisonous gases in your house. Moon is teaming up with smart
home partners such as Philips Hue, SmartThings, and Honeywell.
This floating eye is an exciting and new way to keep your home safe.

		
		
The Talk About Having Recess Continues

				
By Catherine Hayes
Recess was one of the major highlights of my day in elementary school.
It was 25 minutes to be myself, talk, play with my friends, talk at any volume
I desired, breathe in fresh air, and just be outside. But now, every day I have
homebase for 15 minutes in one classroom with limited people. The school
might argue it's the same, but it’s completely different! According to Rae Pica
“Children need recess...because young children don't tend to process information
as effectively as older children (due to the immaturity of their nervous systems
and their lack of experience), they benefit the most from taking a break for
unstructured play. Recess increases focus." I feel strongly this should be taken
into consideration at all schools due to the fact recess will affect positively to
students school work. Not only will recess help students work ,but it is also a
great way to get exercise as well. Since kids will be outside they will be able to
gain physical activity. Not only will gym class give students a workout, but now
recess as well. The students will also be able to receive social benefits.According
to Robert Murray and Catherine Rams, recess promotes social and emotional
learning and development for children by offering them a time to engage in
peer interactions in which they practice and role play essential social skills.

https://petersonsprod.blob.core.windows.net/static/cdn/editorial_images/Test%20Prep/TestTips.jpg

Test Taking Tips: Test for Success
By: Alexa Andron

Test day can be a nerve racking for students, so here are
some tips to help you do your best. First of all, don’t think that
you have to stay up all night studying to get a good grade on a
test you have the next day. In fact, the opposite is true. Getting a
good night’s sleep is important so that your brain can sort through
information. In addition, if you are tired while taking the test then
you will not be focused. The next tip is be prepared. Some ways to
help you study are using flash cards, study buddies, or asking your
parents to quiz you on the material you need to know. Finally, the
last tip is use the test to take the test. If you are not sure about a
certain question, skip it and you may find the answer somewhere
else on the test. If you use this strategy, be sure to go back to any
questions you skipped. Use these tips to help you test for success!

